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SHARING CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS

LEARNING ABOUT DIFFERENT TRADITIONS

IN EUROPE ABOUT CHRISTMAS TIME



PRESEPE

• The main symbol in the Italian houses is the «presepe» with 

all the characters of Jesus’ Nativity. You can see shepherds, 

sheep, angels, the Virgin Mary, Saint Joseph, Baby Jesus, 

the ox and the donkey in a cave. 

• A  few days before the Epiphany there are also the three

Wise Men coming from the far Eastern countries.



THE FIRST PRESEPE

The word ”Presepe” actually means “in front of the crib”
and it represents the holy nativity in Bethlehem. 

St. Francis of Assisi is considered the author of the first 
presepe. 

As recorded by his biographers, after his return from 
Bethlehem, he recreated the scene of the birth of Christ 
inside a cave in Greccio, Umbria.



TRADITIONS

• Christmas is a time for big dinners in family, 

school celebrations with children acting and 

singing songs.

• At midnight the youngest child puts the Baby 

Jesus in the crib and everyone sings «Tu 

scendi dalle stelle» or other traditional

songs.

• People usually go to the Church at midnight

for religious services.

• On the 25° December children find presents

under the Christmas tree, brought by «Babbo 

Natale» (Father Christmas).



THE BEFANA

Children believe that the night 

between the 5° and 6° January

an old woman flying on her

broomstick brings sweets to 

good children and ash and coal

to the bad ones. She is wearing

old clothes.



We play TOMBOLA

You can «buy» a card with 15 numbers.
One person calls the numbers from 1 to 

90 and you can win a prize or some 
money if you have 2,3,4,5 numbers in the 
same line. You can win the best prize if
you have all the 15 numbers called and 

you shout: «TOMBOLA!».



FOOD

Traditional desserts for 

Christmas are:

1.Torrone

2. Panettone

3. Pandoro

4. Zeppole

5. Dried Stuffed figs
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ZAMPOGNARI

All over the streets you

can listen a magic

Christmas sound. 

That is the music played

by «zampognari». They

play an old instrument

called «zampogna» (bag

pipe).



LIGHTS

In the streets,  on the 

balconies , at the windows

there are lights and 

decorations.

In Nicotera a narrow street 

is called «Via del Vischio» 

and you can walk there in a 

magic atmosphere with nice

decorations and a sweet

music.

Nicotera



VIA DEL VISCHIO
Nicotera



TU SCENDI DALLE STELLE( traditional song) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aisxjg7D6J4


